Praise for
the Honeymoon effect

“A truly remarkable achievement . . . a lifetime of joy all delivered in one concise manuscript. I’ve read it twice, and I loved every minute I spent with it. One of my favorite reads ever.”

—Wayne Dyer

“Bruce Lipton has written the single best book on love—both personal and planetary—that I’ve ever read. And I’ve read a lot of them! I know Bruce and his beloved Margaret up close and personal. Their relationship is joyful, nurturing, creative, and contagious. They live in Heaven on Earth and so can you. Bruce uses the principles of the New Science he champions to enlighten, explain, and encourage us all to embody the love that we’ve always wanted.”

—Joan Borysenko, Ph.D., biologist, psychologist, and best-selling author of Minding the Body, Mending the Mind

“The Honeymoon Effect brings the magic of loving relationships right down to a cellular level and teaches us how to create them for ourselves.”

—Christiane Northrup, M.D., OB/GYN physician and author of the New York Times bestsellers Women’s Bodies, Women’s Wisdom and The Wisdom of Menopause

“If you’ve ever wondered why an exciting, new relationship loses its magic and shine, you’ll want to read this book. By understanding the science behind how we relate to other, and learning the strategies to successfully connect in the best possible way, The Honeymoon Effect is sure to bring the luster and life back to the relationships that matter most.”

— Cheryl Richardson, author of You Can Create an Exceptional Life, The Art of
“What a pleasure to read Bruce’s entertaining romp through the science of loving relationships! Bruce makes it clear that couples can learn a lot from the quantum physics, biochemistry, and psychology that promote conscious, loving relationships. Great reading for anyone who wants to bring a loving relationship into his or her life—or maintain one that already exists.”

—Gay Hendricks, Ph.D., author of *The Big Leap* and (with Dr. Kathlyn Hendricks) *Conscious Loving*

“The *Honeymoon Effect* is a must-read for every couple striving to create love and trust in their relationship. Bruce’s readable explanation of the science behind the magic of love is engaging, inspiring, and, most of all, enlightening!”

—Arielle Ford, author of *Wabi Sabi Love*

“A brilliant and cohesive explanation of how we fall in love—and how we lose it once the Honeymoon Effect passes. Happily, Lipton gives us an equally clear explanation of how we can modify our subconscious programming and transform our most fundamental patterns in order to reclaim the Honeymoon Effect in all our relationships for the rest of our lives. Lipton draws on cell biology, the study of noble gases, and conscious parenting (among other things) to make his points, yet brings a lighthearted simplicity that is both joyful and profound in its implications. As with all of Lipton’s work, this book delivers!”

—Nicki Scully, author of *Alchemical Healing* and *Planetary Healing*